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2. Executive Summary
During the life –cycle of EXPOVET project, the partnership develops a joint curriculum in
the field of international commerce offered including periods of work-based learning and
European mobility phases and accompanied by relevant quality assurance standards, based
on EQAVET principles, and certification procedures of the acquired skills, based on ISO
17024 standard.
More specific, the main outline of this course is described below.
HOURS
TRAINING MODULES

CREDIT
UNITS

WORK-BASED
LEARNING (%)

Jointed eclassroom
/e-mobility

Mobili
ty

nd

(see the detailed analysis in the tables of the 2 part)

International Business Management

150

25

40 hours (26,7%)

YES

YES

International Marketing

150

25

40 hours (26,7%)

YES

YES

Foreign Transactions

200

33

80 hours (40%)

YES

YES

Multi-linguistic skills and intercultural
competences

100

17

80 hours (80%)

YES

YES

600

100

240 hours (40%)

Total
Type of Course

Further training / Professional Specialization

Entry Requirements

Bachelor’s degree and/or Completed VET courses and vocational
experience up to EQF Level 5.

Language of Instruction
and of Examination

English

Moreover, a common sustainable cooperation structure/network set up between the
participating Universities/VET providers (at tertiary level) and Business
Associations/Enterprises to ensure transparency, comparability and mutual recognition of
qualifications among the participated HEIs, based on ECVET principles.
The added value of this course is very high, as:
• There is no such joint qualification in that field at that level of qualification across the 3
participating countries (GR, BG, RO).
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates recognised mobility phases and e-mobility
phases by designing online classes in English on selected subjects, or by building up
student groups with students from the 3 universities.
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates work-place learning and this more
specifically at work-place outside the country of origin of the students.
After the end of EXPOVET project, the 3 participated Higher Education Institutes (AUTH,
UNWE, ASE), via his internal VET structures, and with the contribution of the other 3
project’s partners (SEVE, EURICON, ASECU) from Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania, intend to
undertake the initiative during the next 3 years to prepare, promote, and deliver, during
the next 3 years, the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts to Post & Undergraduate
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students in Business / Economic HEIs, University graduates, professionals (employees,
employers, entrepreneurs) dealing with exports, and unemployed individuals.
In a 3 years duration Memorandum of Understanding which all partners intend to sign by
the end of the project specifying how the partners will collaborate, reach decisions,
resolve disputes and deliver the course in the immediate future (the next 3 years).
After the first 3 years promotion and delivery, the course will be re-evaluated and updated
in order to be decided by the partnership for its further transfer and capitalization by other
HEIs or further training institutes (VET Providers at Tertiary level) outside the partnership.
The above described idea is a very promising and valuable initiative, as the delivery of this
course will positively contribute to:
• Strengthen the links between Tertiary Education/Vet Institutions, SMEs and human
capital by providing undergraduate and post-graduate students of the business/economic
HEIs, with qualities, specific skills, knowledge and competencies that will be able to ease
both, the SMEs internationalization process, and the adaptation of the targeted potential
labor force to the demands of the specific labor market.
• Up-skilling and multi-skilling the targeted groups by providing skills and knowledge
matching based on International Commerce & Business Internalization (e.g. International
Marketing and branding, Trend setting/spotting, Supplier and Costumer
relationship/understanding, net-working, multilingualism, intercultural skills, digital skills)
• Facilitate SME’s, in taking advantage of the internationalization profits, through
international commerce, to extend their business abroad providing them with skilled
human resources in International Commerce & Business Internalization.
Moreover, the specific initiative is also feasible as the calculated training fee of
1.150€/student for a 600 hours Higher Vet is an absolutely realistic amount and the final
financial balance at the end of the 3rd rear and after of 2 rounds of delivery is positive
based on the Cost-benefit Analysis.
Finally, there is significant perspective for the further sustainability and transferability of
this course, as many other Universities (e.g. Members of ASECU) or other VET providers
could offer it in the further future.
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3. Introduction
The vocational education and training systems in Europe are currently facing huge
challenges. Globalisation, demographic change, technological progress and rapidly
progressing digitalisation are transforming the world of work and thus the requirements
on education. Professions with a low requirement profile are being redundant while,
demand for highly qualified skilled labour is continually increasing.
Additionally, in Europe youth unemployment is very high, not only because of the
economic crisis but also because many qualification needs are not being taken into
consideration by the education and qualification systems. Many companies are
complaining about skilled labour shortage, whereas in specific countries such as Greece,
Romania and Bulgaria the unemployment rate of university graduates and skilled
workforce remains relatively high after the crisis.
At the same time, as European Union continues to confront new challenges due to
globalisation, SMEs need to find new ways to adapt flexibly to a rapidly changing
interconnecting world. As a result, the need for human capital with specific skills and
knowledge in the field of International Commerce is not covered by the existing HE and
VET Courses at the tertiary level.
Taking all the above in to consideration, EXPOVET project aspires to face these specific
challenges by elaborating a further training qualification in the field of international
commerce for university graduates and unemployed individuals and by strengthening the
interaction between educations with the labour market.
More specific, EXPOVET project aims to develop a further training qualification at higher
qualification level (EQF 6) in the field of international commerce for university graduates
and unemployed individuals and strengthening the transnational networking between
High Education Institutes, Vocational Training Providers at tertiary level, and labour
market. The qualification would be offered by universities or training institutes affiliated
to universities.
The specific aims of EXPOVET project are:
• Develop a joint higher VET Course on issues concerning business internationalization.
• Strengthen the project-based transnational collaboration between SMEs & VET
providers at tertiary level.
• Improve and validate transversal entrepreneurial and communicate competences of the
students.
• Use work-based learning (traineeship) & mobility components.
This business plan is worked out as part of EXPOVET project, in the framework of WP5:
“Set up common sustainable cooperation structure”, aiming at design the main business
strategy and necessary activities for the:
a) Establishment and further sustainable operation of this structure,
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b) Implementation of long-term synergies to ultimately improve VET attractiveness during
and after the end of the project.
Moreover, the specific Objectives of the Business Plan are:







Identify the current situation of the relative VET (at tertiary level) market in
Greece, Bulgaria, Romania in the field of international commerce, (based on the
findings of task 4.1)
Identify the specific target groups and estimate number of potential users of
EXPOVET course (e.g. undergraduate & graduate students, entrepreneurs &
employees)
Develop the proper business strategy/aims/means/activities for the further
delivery of the EXPOVET products/services
Estimate the cost for the establishment/operation of the structure and the
delivery of EXPOVET products/services for the first 3 years.
Investigate potential incomes (e.g. Erasmus+ KA1, national funds, funding or
contribution in kind by companies, training fees) for the first 3 years
Elaborate Cost – Benefit analysis

Finally, a template of a questionnaire has been developed and delivered among the
partnership to be collected the necessary data and information, including the following
questions:










Are any other competitive/similar courses (at tertiary level) being delivered this
period in each participating country in the field of international commerce?
Which are the attractive elements of EXPOVET course that could draw the interest
of potential users?
Which are the potential categories of target groups/users of EXPOVET course in
each participating country?
Which could be the proper strategy/means/activities for the promotion and
delivery of EXPOVET course in each participating country?
Which stakeholders can possibly be involved in the further promotion of EXPOVET
Course in each participating country?
Which could be the potential income sources of EXPOVET Course in each
participating country
Are there at this time other actions taking place at participating Institute that
could create synergies with EXPOVET course?
Have the participating Institutes developed co-operations with export companies
and the specific labour market dealing with the international commerce?
Which type of training co-operations has each participating Institute developed
abroad in the field of international commerce?

The template of the Questionnaire for collecting information about the development of
the Business Plan is presented in the ANNEX.
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4. Business Idea
Based on the results of the e-surveys on the learning needs and skill demands in the field
of international commerce took place in the framework of WP2: “Identification of the
specific training needs & skills demand”, there is a significant mismatch among the skills
demanded by the labour market and the skills provided by the Universities and other VET
providers at tertiary level in the field of the international commerce.
More specific, there is significant gap of provided skills for the growth of international
sales of a company in the following 4 topics:
-

Export/International Marketing and Market Development,
Foreign Language skills,
Research and selection of foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as
sales markets).
Adapt products and services to international markets and build international
relations.

Moreover, the main findings of the survey on the relevant to existing higher VET courses
on issues concerning business internationalization offered in the participating countries,
took place in the framework of WP4: “Develop a joint higher VET Course”, documents the
necessity for a new VET Course in the field of international commerce, by:
-

-

including new learning topics as identified by the training needs and skill demands
analysis (WP2) and the developed joint qualification profile of export experts
(WP3).
designing in terms of learning outcomes linked to specific activities and relevant
tasks and business processes of international trade.
mapping at level 6 of the EQF
assuring balanced approach between theoretical and practical learning and
training
integrating work-based learning and Mobility phases
Introducing quality assurance and mutual recognition procedures and standards.

Based on the above mentioned, EXPOVET partnership intends to exploit the main
project’s outcomes by offering jointly the higher VET Course (EQF 6) in the field of
international commerce, based on the curriculum developed in the framework of WP4,
which will cover the above skills gaps and learning needs, using strong Wbl-learning
sessions, e-learning tools and mobility phases.
The main business idea could be described as follows: the 3 participated Higher Education
Institutes (AUTH, UNWE, ASE), via his internal VET structures, or further training institutes
(VET Providers at Tertiary level) offer jointly this innovative joint higher VET Course on
issues concerning business internationalization to Post & Undergraduate students in
Business / Economic HEIs, University graduates, professionals (employees, employers,
entrepreneurs) dealing with exports, and unemployed individuals.
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5. The Market
5.1

Competitive/similar courses being delivered this period in each
participating country in the field of international commerce

The VET Market at tertiary level in Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania on issues concerning
business internalisation is characterised by the following common elements:
• Not many explicit Higher Vet Courses (according to EQF classification) dealing with
international commerce and offered to Export Expert.
• Different entry requirements related to the nature of the course (Professional Vs
Academic).
• Different certification and assessment criteria.
• Most in national languages (limitations to international characteristics).
• Limited Work based learning – Variation in the percentages among the different
courses.
• Only very few courses include Mobility (Traineeship/ Learning).
• Limited participation of the business sector in the training courses.
• Only very few course provide Blended learning.
• Not clear correspondence to the set of descriptors of the learning outcomes
(knowledge, skills and competences) relevant to qualification of level >5 of EQF.
• Low correspondence of the courses’ learning outcomes to specific activities important
for the occupation (specialist for foreign trade).
On the other hand, the existing courses being delivered this period in each participating
country in the field of international commerce vary from country to country.
Based on the data and information collected by the partners with the use of the specific
questionnaire, the main findings per country are:
Greece
- I-VET courses at post-secondary level
3 Public & 1 Private Vet Institutes provide each year the Initial VET course at postsecondary level titled: “Expert of International Commerce”. Maximum 120
learners/year (Post-secondary level students / Unemployed people), aged 18-34 years
old, attend this 2-years (more than 1.000 hours duration) VET course.
The main learning topics are:
 International Economics
 International legal issues
 Ensure management of international operations
 Foreign language.
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 Management and communication in an intercultural environment
 Commercial study and approach of foreign markets
The Main type of learning methods is the face-to-face learning in the classroom,
including also a semester of traineeship in a company.
After the attendance of the course and the successful participation in the certification
procedure following, the students receive a Diploma of Professional Specialty,
Education and Training, mapped at Level 5 of NQF (EQF).
Finally, the average amount of fees for the attendance of this course in the private Vet
Institutes is 4.000€ for the 2-years in total. While the attendance in a public Vet
Institutes is free of charge.
- C-VET courses for professionals
Some very short continuing VET courses in the field of international commerce are
provided mainly by Exporters Associations, the Chambers, and the Industrialists,
traders, and Exporters Associations. More specific, SEVE (Greek Exporters Association)
provided the last 2 years 10 C-VET face-to-face seminars (4hours duration) with the
participation of 25 persons/seminar (employees and entrepreneurs, aged 35-55 years
old.
The main learning topics are:
 Digital Strategy
 Basic Principles of Project Management
 Importance of Soft Skills to business executives
 Critical issues of food and beverage export strategy
 The new European GDPR regulation
 New opportunities for exporting Greek products based on the quality systems
that adopt the Halal & Kosher religious certifications
 Digital Marketing for exporting companies
 Payment Risk Management
 Traceability through Supply Chain
 Strengthening Leadership Skills
The amount of fees for the attendance of these courses is 50€ for SEVE members and
60€ for non SEVE members.
Finally, the above C-VET courses are not linked with any certification of skills and the
relevant certification of attendance is not characterised by any EQF level, as the
Continuing Vet is not mapped yet in any level of the EQF.
- VET courses at tertiary level
Some VET courses on issues concerning the business internalisation are provided by
the business & economic faculties of the Greek Universities, through their internal
Lifelong learning Structures. More, the Economic Faculty of AUTH provided the period
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2014-15 a 45 hours face-to-face VET Course titled: “Management of a Small and
Medium Export Company - How to organize your exports?”, with the participation of
9 learners (Tertiary level students & graduates, Employees, Unemployed people,
Entrepreneurs).
The above course would be repeated during 2020, as a significant interest of
professionals to attend it had been recorded. But, the course has been postponed due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The main learning topics are:
 Structure of world trade
 COMTRADE database
 Technical barriers to exports
 Customs procedures
 Ways of financing exports
 Databases for finding customers
 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Invest in Greece
 The role of demand and the opportunities offered by international commodity
markets
 Tools and procedures for the export effort
 Creating an export action plan.
The amount of fees for the attendance of this course is 260€.
Finally, the above VET course is not linked with any certification of skills and the
relevant certification of attendance is not characterised by any EQF level, as the
Continuing Vet is not mapped yet in any level of the EQF.
- Bachelor courses
This current period, no Greek University offers bachelor studies in international trade,
so only some specific courses are offered within the Business Administrative and
Economic Faculties’ Programme Studies.
It is remarkable that until 2019 the faculty of International Trade was operated in the
Technological Education Foundation of West Macedonia. At 2019 this faculty had been
abolished by embodying into the new Faculty of Economics of the University of West
Macedonia.
Romania
One of the first actions of the early established Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade was
the creation and operationalization, starting with the academic year 2018-2019, of a
Master's Course in Foreign Trade within the Bucharest University of Economic Studies,
Faculty of International Business and Economics.
This Master Course (more than 1.000 hour’s duration) is attended by 40 MA students,
aged 35-55 years old.
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The main learning topics are:


















Commercial Policies
Commercial and business diplomacy
International Affairs with strategic implications
Analysis of information on external markets
Intercultural Business Communication (in English)
Foreign trade operations in global and digital contexts
Promotional tools and export programs
Negotiation Techniques for International Trade
International transport, expeditions and logistics
Leadership in international context
Financing of foreign trade operations
Critical thinking, emotional intelligence and personal development
Economic and financial analysis of foreign trade operations
Risk management in foreign trade operations
Scientific seminar and research methodology
Ethics and academic integrity
Internship

The Main type of learning methods is the face-to-face learning in the classroom,
combining with blended learning.
After the attendance of the course and the successful participation in the exams
following, the students receive a Master Degree, mapped at Level 7 of NQF (EQF).
Finally, the average amount of fees for the attendance of this course is 2.000€.
Bulgaria
VET courses on issues concerning the business internalisation are provided by the
Bulgarian Universities, through their VET structures at tertiary level. More specific, UNWE
provided the last 2 years 6 VET Courses (100-500 hours duration) at tertiary level dealing
with the Global Management and Leadership. Maximum 15-20 learners / year
(Entrepreneurs, Managers, and Employees), aged 35-55 years old, participated in these
courses taught in English and Bulgarian Language.
The main learning topics are:
 Strategic Management
 Global Business
 Marketing Management
 Innovation Management
 Total Quality Management
 Project Management
 Management in Japan
 Financial Management
 International Trade Law
 Integrated Marketing Communications
 Digital Business Transformation
 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility
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 Supply Chain Management
 Team Performance
The Main type of learning methods is the face-to-face learning in the classroom,
combining with Study visits abroad for best students.
After the attendance of the course and the successful participation in the exams
following, the students receive a Diploma of Professional Specialty mapped at Level 6 of
NQF (EQF).
Finally, the average amount of fees for the attendance of this course is 750€. The relevant
expenditures of the best students to travel abroad are funded by Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) or the Official Development Aid of Bulgaria.
Summarising, a synthetic overview of the above courses is presented in the following
table.
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Table 1: Competitive/similar courses being delivered this period in each participating country in the field of international commerce
Type of course

Number of
provided courses

-

I-VET courses at
post-secondary
level

C-VET courses for
professionals

GREECE

GREECE

GREECE

4

10

3 Public & 1
Private VET
Institutes
provides the
course: “Expert of
International
Commerce”

C-VET courses provided
by SEVE during 2018-19

1 VET course
provided by the
internal LLL
structure of AUTH

Number of
120 learners the
25 persons / seminar
learners
maximum/year
Main type of
- Post
- Employees
learners
secondary
- Entrepreneurs
- Post secondary
level students
level students
- Unemployed
- Tertiary level
people
students
- Employees
- Unemployed
people

VET courses at tertiary level

15-18
learners/course
- Tertiary level
students &
graduates
- Employees
- Unemployed
people
- Entrepreneurs

Bachelor courses

Master Courses

BULGARIA

GREECE

ROMANIA

6

1 (This bachelor
studies were
provided by the
faculty of
International Trade
of Technological
Education
Foundation of West
Macedonia. At
2019 this faculty
has been abolished
embodying in the
new Faculty of
Economics of the
West Macedonia
University)

1 MA Course provided by ASE

100 per year

40

Global Management
and Leadership
(taught in English
and Bulgarian)
provided by UNWE

15-20 learners
maximum/ year
- Entrepreneurs
- Managers
- Employees

- Tertiary
students

level

MA Students

Business Plan

- Entrepreneurs
Average Age of
learners
- 18-34
- 35-55
- 55-65
Average duration
of the course
- 15-50 hours
- 51-100 hours
- 100 – 500
hours
- 500 – 1.000
hours
- >1.000 hours
Main type of
learning methods
- Face to face
learning
- e-learning
- Blended
learning
- work-based
learning
linked or not with
certification of
skills
Average amount
of fees

18-34

35-55

18-34

35-55

18-34

35-55

100-500

>1.000 hours

>1.000 hours

35-55
55-65

-

> 1.000 hours

4 hours

45 hours

Face to face
learning
Work-based
learning

- Face to face learning

- Face to face
learning

Diploma of
N/A
Professional
Specialty - Level 5
- 4.000,00€ private - 50€ for SEVE members
VET Institutes - 60€ for non SEVE
- 0,00€ public VET members
- Institutes

N/A
260€

- Face to face learning - Face to face - Face to face learning
- Study visits abroad
- Blended learning
learning
for best students
- Work-based
learning

Diploma of
Professional
Specialty – level 6
750,00 € per person
Travel abroad funded
by JICA or Official
Development Aid of
Bulgaria

Higher education
degree - Level 6

Linked- Master Degree
(Level 7)

0

2000 Euros per Course
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Main provided
learning topics

 International
 Digital Strategy
 Structure of
 Strategic
Economics
 Basic Principles of
world trade
Management
 International
Project Management
 COMTRADE
 Global Business
legal issues
 Importance of Soft
database
 Marketing
 Ensure
Skills to business  Technical barriers
Management
management
executives
to exports
 Innovation
of
 Critical issues of food
 Customs
Management
international
and beverage export
procedures
 Total Quality
operations
strategy
 Ways of financing
Management
 Foreign
 The new European
exports
 Project
language.
GDPR regulation
 Databases for
Management
 Management  New opportunities for
finding
 Management in
and
exporting Greek
customers
Japan
communicatio
products based on the  The Ministry of
 Financial
n in an
quality systems that
Foreign Affairs
Management
intercultural
adopt the Halal &
and Invest in
 International Trade
environment
Kosher religious
Greece
Law
 Commercial
certifications
 The role of
 Integrated
study and  Digital Marketing for
demand and the
Marketing
approach of
exporting companies
opportunities
Communications
foreign
 Payment Risk
offered by
 Digital Business
markets
Management
international
Transformation
 Traceability through
commodity
 Business Ethics and
Supply Chain
markets
Corporate Social
 Strengthening
 Tools and
Responsibility
Leadership Skills
procedures for
 Supply Chain
the export effort
Management
 Creating an
 Team Performance
export action
plan.

 International
Trade Relations
 International
Monetary
Relations
 E-commerce
 International
Economic
Organizations
 Total Quality
Management of
Export
companies
 International
Transport
Management
 Terminology
 International
Business
Administration

 Commercial Policies
 Commercial and business diplomacy
 International Affairs with strategic
implications
 Analysis of information on external
markets
 Intercultural Business
Communication (in English)
 Foreign trade operations in global
and digital contexts
 Promotional tools and export
programs
 Negotiation Techniques for
International Trade
 International transport, expeditions
and logistics
 Leadership in international context
 Financing of foreign trade
operations
 Critical thinking, emotional
intelligence and personal
development
 Economic and financial analysis of
foreign trade operations
 Risk management in foreign trade
operations
 Scientific seminar and research
methodology
 Ethics and academic integrity
 Internship
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5.2. Other actions taking place this time at each participating
Institute that could create synergies with EXPOVET course
Based on the data and information collected by the partners with the use of the specific
questionnaire, the project’s partners implemented a series of actions creating significant
synergies with the developed Higher Vet Course dealing with business internalization,
such as:
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Auth), Greece
- Provision by the Economic and Political Sciences Faculty of AUTH of the Postgraduate
selective lesson: “International Marketing”, (1 Semester, 3 hours/week, 3 ECTS), in
the framework of the Faculty’s Bachelor Programme.
- Provision by the Economic and Political Sciences Faculty of AUTH of the of Master
lesson: “International Economic Relations”,(1 Semester, 39 total hours, The course
offered to exchange programme students) in the framework of the Faculty’s Master
Programme.
- Provision of relevant VET courses in the frame of Life Long Learning by LLL structure
of AUTH, dealing with the Business Management & Marketing.
Euricon Consultants, Greece
- In the framework of INNOVAGRO project, funded by ADRION Programme 2014-20,
EURICON contributes to the establishment of a Transnational Network of Institutes
from the ADRION area dealing with the promotion of extroversion and internalisation
of agrofood companies in the Adriatic-Ionion area- INNOVAGRO NETWORK.
In the framework of this NETWORK AN e-network platform was developed providing
- business support and training e-services to registered agro-food companies for the
strengthening of their competiveness & internalisation level.
More specific, this e-network platform includes a specific e-learning subsystem
including the following 7 learning modules:
 Behaviour/Promotion/Education
 Circularity
 Digitalization/IT
 Energy
 Innovation/New products and technologies
 Packaging
 Policies/structure/models/organization
For more information, please access to: https://innovagro.green-projects.com.gr/
-

In the framework of FRESH WAYS project, funded by Greece-Italy Programme 201420, a continuous VET course of 30 hours is provided to 25 local agrofood producers.
The main learning topics of this course are dealing with:
 Specific techniques for the promotion and export of fresh agrofood products
from the common Greece- Italy cross border area to international markets,
 The role of multimodal and intermodal transport systems to the exports
 The presentation of a specific ICT logistic platform developed in the framework
of the project.

Business Plan

University of National and World Economy (UNWE) Bulgaria
- Set up a Management Skills Development Centre at the Institute for Postgraduate
Studies in 2005 with support of Japanese International Cooperation Agency. It
operates the course Global Management and Leadership in Bulgaria and North
Macedonia up to now.
- Implemented International Key Account Management & Sales (INKAMS) Erasmus+
project. Developed training materials for Bachelor and Master Students and checkups in companies.
Bucharest University of Economic Studies (ASE), Romania
Understanding the imperative necessity and the particular importance of the
development of Romanian foreign trade as a critical element of Romania's economic
growth and also as a driver of the prosperity and competitiveness of the Romanian
business environment, three prestigious institutions in Romania – the Romanian
Academy, the Bucharest University of Economic Studies, and the Romanian National
Institute of Statistics - have joined forces, experience, resources, institutional memory
and enthusiasm in a joint project, setting up the Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade in
2018. The Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade aims to become a national and
international "hub" of projects, applications, and actions dedicated to Romanian
exporters and entrepreneurs in their efforts to improve their presence on global markets.
One of the first actions of the Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade was the creation and
operationalization, starting with the academic year 2018-2019, of a Master's Course in
Foreign Trade within the Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Faculty of
International Business and Economics.
In this respect, EXPOVET, in which the Bucharest University of Economic Studies is a
partner, comes to join this story of developing knowledge via innovative schemes and
resources. Thus, the EXPOVET project may add to the professional training of the human
resources, via its specific actions.
Association of Economic Universities in South Eastern Europe & Black Sea Region
(ASECU)
ASECU has already developed a network to more than 50 member Economic Universities
in South Eastern Europe & Black Sea Region which could promote the EXPOVET course
and play also the role of the sustainable cooperation structure.
Moreover, based on the data and information collected, the project’s partners developed
significant co-operations with export companies and the specific labour market dealing
with the international commerce mainly in the following fields:
 Investigation of skills demand in the field of international commerce
 Promoting apprenticeship, internship, and work-based learning in companies
 Providing career guidance services
More specific, the main categories of existing co-operations developed by each project’s
partner are presented in the following table.
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Table 2: Existing co-operations of the project’s partners with export companies and the
specific labour market dealing with the international commerce
Type of co-operation
Auth
Investigation of skills demand in the
field of international commerce
Developing occupational profile in
the field of international commerce
Organising & implementing common
courses in the field of international
commerce
Promoting
apprenticeship,
X
internship, and work-based learning
in companies
Providing career guidance services
X
Providing business plan, marketing
researches, and consultancy

SEVE
X

Euricon UNWE
X
X
X

ASE
X
X

X

X

X
X

ASECU
N/A
N/A
N/A

X

X

N/A

N/A
N/A

Finally, the project’s partners developed transnational training co-operations in the
international commerce focused mainly on the mobility activities of their students and
staff.
More specific, based on the data and information collected, the main categories of existing
transnational training co-operations developed by each project’s partner are presented in
the following table:
Table 3: Existing transnational training co-operations of the participating Institutes in the
field of international commerce
Type of training co-operation
Auth
Mobility of students and staff
X
Development of common curricula
Summer Schools and International
Conferences

SEVE
X

Euricon UNWE
X
X

ASE
X

ASECU

X
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6. Business Strategy
6.1

The product

The major product of the EXPOVET project is the Joint Higher VET Course (curriculum) for
Export Experts of 600 hours, at Level 6 of the European Qualification System (EQF). This
specific EQF – level 6 VET course focused on business internationalization will be jointly
provided by appropriate VET units of Higher Education Institutions (HEI) in different
European countries to University graduates from economic & business disciplines, and
existing professionals activating in exports (employers, employees, entrepreneurs.
The main objectives of this Course are to:
1. Improve and validate transversal entrepreneurial and communicate competences of
future executives in export departments.
2. Build upon existing, basic relevant knowledge and vocational experience in order to
develop special skills for export experts, according to the up-to-date needs of doing
business in a globalized socioeconomic environment.
3. Strengthen adaptability of employees and executives, given that modern business
environment is increasingly changeable.
Moreover, the main learning Outcomes of this course are to:
1. Implement international business management and secure risk and change
management (strategic level category).
2. Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international
market observation & research (strategic level category).
3. Transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets (operative level category).
4. Use foreign language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international
communication (operative level category).
This joint course will be accompanied with:
-

an appropriate quality assurance mechanism(criteria & procedures), based on
EQAVET principles.
a mutual certification scheme (standards, criteria & procedures) of the acquired skills
scheme, based on the International Standard ISO 17024, which is compatible with the
national certification procedures.

Moreover, a common sustainable cooperation structure/network is setting up among the
participating Universities/Vet providers (at tertiary level) and Business
Associations/Enterprises to ensure transparency, comparability and mutual recognition of
qualifications among the participated HEIs, based on ECVET principles.
The main outline of this course is described in the following table.
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Table 4: Outline of the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts
HOURS
TRAINING MODULES

CREDIT
UNITS

WORK-BASED
LEARNING (%)

Jointed eclassroom
/e-mobility

Mobili
ty

nd

(see the detailed analysis in the tables of the 2 part)

International Business Management

150

25

40 hours (26,7%)

YES

YES

International Marketing

150

25

40 hours (26,7%)

YES

YES

Foreign Transactions

200

33

80 hours (40%)

YES

YES

Multi-linguistic skills and intercultural
competences

100

17

80 hours (80%)

YES

YES

600

100

240 hours (40%)

Total
Type of Course

Further training / Professional Specialization

Entry Requirements

Bachelor’s degree and/or Completed VET courses and vocational
experience up to EQF Level 5.

Language of Instruction
and of Examination

English

Finally, based on the above outline the main attractive elements of EXPOVET course that
could draw the interest of potential users are:

-

Flexible structure of the course in modules
Mix of in-class and work-based/in-company learning
Mutual recognition of the acquired skills
Joint participation of learners from different countries
Existence of joint e-learning classroom
Existence of European mobility phase
English as common language of the course
Learning topics facing the modern training needs and skills demand
Project based learning
High quality specifications of training materials
Use of innovative & interactive pedagogical methods
Use of quality assurance systems

Consequently, the added value of this course is very high because:
• There is no such joint qualification in that field at that level of qualification across the 3
participating countries (GR, BG, RO).
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates recognised mobility phases and e-mobility
phases by designing online classes in English on selected subjects, or by building up
student groups with students from the 3 universities.
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates work-place learning and this more
specifically at work-place outside the country of origin of the students.
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6.2

Target Groups/Involved Stakeholders

The specific targets and potential beneficiaries are mainly Post-secondary & Tertiary level
students, Employees, Company managers/owners, Entrepreneurs and Unemployed
people, aged 18-65 years old, taking advantage from the attendance of the Joint Higher
VET Course for Export Experts.
More specific, the estimated numbers of potential learners, based on the data and
information collected by the partners with the use of the specific questionnaire, are
presented in the following table:
Table 5: Potential learners of the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts
Estimate number of users per category and age

18-34

35-55

55-65

Post - secondary level students

30+

30+

10

Tertiary level students

90+

80+

10

Employees / Company managers

70+

100+

20+

Unemployed people

50+

55+

10+

Entrepreneurs/ Company owners

15

50+

10+

Moreover, the Stakeholders could possibly be involved in the further promotion and
using of this Course are:
-

Chambers ( e.g. Union of Hellenic Chambers of Commerce, Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Romania, Economic Chamber of Greece),
Industrialists, traders, and Exporters Associations (e.g Greek Exporters Association,
Federation of Industries of Greece),
Academia (e.g. Other Universities- Members of ASECU, Romanian Academy),
Employment & Career Structures
HEI Graduates’ Associations
Innovation Hubs/Clusters
Logistics Associations/Clusters
Public and Private Certification Bodies

such as:
National Organisation for the Certification of Qualifications & Vocational Guidance
(EOPPEP)
EOPPEP operates under the supervision of the Greek Minister of Education, Research and
Religious Affairs. EOPPEP develops and implements the National Accreditation &
Certification System for non-formal education, including initial and continuing vocational
training and adult education, and provides scientific support to Vocational Guidance &
Counselling services in Greece.
EOPPEP’s principal fields of activity and responsibility are:
- Accreditation/Licensing of Providers of non-formal education, Accreditation of
Occupational Profiles, Accreditation of Curricula
- National Qualifications Framework (NQF)
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-

Certification of Qualifications
Vocational Guidance and Counselling
Quality Assurance in LLL

ACTA - Aristotle Certification - Training and Assessment
ACTA is a human resources certification body, founded by the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, its purpose is to provide certifications of knowledge and skills of Human
Resources in Greece and abroad. It is based on the quality of its services and the high
level of certification services, in order to respond to the satisfaction of the growing need
of our country for certification of knowledge, skills and abilities of its human resources, in
the context of lifelong learning.
OKThess
The mission of OK!Thess is the emergence of a complete and effective innovation
ecosystem. An ecosystem with all those who are willing to contribute to the development
of innovation in the region. ΟΚ!Τhess was created to support the operations needed for
the healthy growth of the ecosystem. OK!Thess offers
-

Acceleration programmes along with personalized advisory by the start-up coaches of
OK!Thess in a weekly basis
A co-working space allowing teams to meet and work together
Participation in seminars and lectures related to innovation at the OK!Thess premises

Alexander Innovation Zone
Alexander Innovation Zone SA is the managing that has undertaken to organise and
promote the Thessaloniki Innovation Zone. An Innovation Zone is an area reserved for the
establishment of innovative businesses and research entities engaging in rapidly developing innovative activities, relying mainly on synergies, thus contributing to the
economic development of the wider region. Its aim is to attract direct foreign investment
and house economic activities which, due to their focus on knowledge and cutting – edge
technologies, are able to provide country’s economy with a new boost and orientation.
Hellenic Logistics Association
Short Profile 3: EEL was founded in 1994, representing the first association in our country
to promote the science and the practice of Logistics. Over the past twenty+ years, EEL
interacted with over 500 members / supporters, creating one of the most active Scientific
Associations in Greece, with clear focus and dedication to assist on Enterprise Business
Development and the reinforcement of the Greek Economy. Thanks to EEL, Logistics are
now a key sector of paramount importance to the everyday life and the Operations of any
modern Business Unit.
The Romanian Academy
Via its institutes dedicated to economic research and world economy, the Romanian
Academy is a partner in the Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade. It is one of the oldest
research and culture institutions in Romania and a partner of the Bucharest University of
Economic Studies.
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The Romanian National Institute of Statistics
The Romanian NIS is a partner in the Centre of Excellence in Foreign Trade and a partner
of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. The Romanian NIS, as the main producer
of official statistical data, responsible for the coordination of all activities at national level
regarding the development, development and dissemination of European statistics, is
oriented towards achieving in a near future some functional methodological and technical
performances recognized on domestic and international plan, at a level comparable to
the performances of the most advanced national statistical institutes in the EU Member
States.
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania (CCIR)
CCIR is a partner of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. CCIR is a nongovernmental, public-interest organisation meant to promote Romanian trade and
industries, both at home and abroad, and to represent the interests of Romanian traders
before the domestic authorities and in their relations with specialised foreign
organisations. Its major goal-mission is “A Thriving Business Community”.
The Association of Romanian Businesspeople (AOAR)
AOAR is a partner of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. It was established in
response to the need to support Romanian capital. AOAR is an apolitical organization,
recognized as a supporter of the most valuable ideas and actions that make the Romanian
economy to develop and integrate more and more into the European and world
economy. Through its members, AOAR is a representative structure of the Romanian
business environment, bringing together experiences and various economic issues in
various fields.
The implementation of the proposed Course will positively contribute to:
• Strengthen the links between Tertiary Education/Vet Institutions, SMEs and human
capital by providing undergraduate and post-graduate students of the business/economic
HEIs, with qualities, specific skills, knowledge and competencies that will be able to ease
both, the SMEs internationalization process, and the adaptation of the targeted potential
labour force to the demands of the specific labour market.
• Up-skilling and multi-skilling the targeted groups by providing skills and knowledge
matching based on International Commerce & Business Internalization (e.g. International
Marketing and branding, Trend setting/spotting, Supplier and Costumer
relationship/understanding, net-working, multilingualism, intercultural skills, digital skills)
• Facilitate SME’s, in taking advantage of the internationalization profits, through
international commerce, to extend their business abroad providing them with skilled
human resources in International Commerce & Business Internalization.
Finally, the above target groups and stakeholders will be benefited from the
implementation of this course. More specific:
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Relevant organisations in the participating countries involved in VET and responsible for
qualification/training/assessment/quality assurance will benefit from the transfer of the
relevant knowledge, in order to improve their capacity to handle these issues.
Learners in VET(at tertiary level) will be benefited from the improvements which will take
place (quality assured training offers, increased attractiveness of VET, more visibility of
VET, increased transparency, mutual recognition of VET qualifications) by improving their
relevant skills.
Unemployed will have the opportunity to improve their skills and competencies making
one step forward to employment.
Professionals (Employees/Managers/Entrepreneurs): will increase their employability and
entrepreneurial capacity by acquiring not only the occupation related skills and
competences but also validated transversal, entrepreneurial and intercultural skills and
competences. The learning period spent at the workplace abroad will increase the
relevance of the qualification to companies’ expectations.

6.3

Business Strategy/Means/Activities

According to the above description of the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts, the
relevant Market, the specific target groups and stakeholders, the following SWOT
ANALYSIS is developed in order to highlight the strong and weak elements, but also the
opportunities and threats regarding the proposed business idea for the further delivery of
this course.
SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
The Course is supported by a joint
cooperation network among the
participating Universities/Vet providers
(at tertiary level) and Business
Associations/Enterprises.
The Course is unique offering:
 Flexible structure in modules
 Mix of in-class and work-based/incompany learning
 Mutual recognition of the acquired
skills among the participating HEIs
 Joint participation of learners from
different countries
 A joint e-learning classroom
 European mobility phase
 Learning topics facing the modern

WEAKNESSES
There is no so strong co-operation
culture among the participating HEIs for
the joint implementation of VET courses.
There are doubts about the added value
of Higher VET Courses comparing with
the traditional Academic (Post-graduate
and Graduate) Studies.
Continuing Vet Courses are not mapped
yet in any level of the EQF.
It may be problematic for the
disadvantaged learners (e.g.
unemployed persons, poor students) to
pay the fees for this course
The professionals and entrepreneurs
may not have the available time (600
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training needs and skills demand
 Project based learning
 High quality training materials
 Use of innovative & interactive
pedagogical methods
OPPORTUNITIES
There is strong need for further
promotion of SMEs internalization.
Quality VET, with a strong work-based
component, that also embeds a transnational mobility experience as part of
the qualification, is acknowledged at
EU level as the most proper mean to
promote the up-skilling of learners.

hours) to attend this course.
In order to establish a market presence
a significant pre- funding is needed for
the further development, promotion,
and implementation of the course.
THREATS
Mutual recognition of qualifications
across EU, based on ECVET principles,
might be difficult to be achieved.
There may be blockages from the
traditional education sectors.
The implementation of mobility phases
in the future may be problematic due to
the consequences of the Covid-19.

Higher level VET (5-7 EQF level)
provision is steadily expanding and is
valued by both learners and employers
for providing skills needed on the
labour market.

The labour market in the export sector
may continue to be affected negatively
by the Covid-19 pandemic and the next
years due to the reduction of the total
exports.

VET learner mobility provides people
with job specific skills that are crucial in
today's rapidly evolving labour
markets, transversal skills.

The removal of any national legislative
barriers among HE and Higher Vet may
be difficult to be achieved, as there are
strong obstacles yet.

The strengthening of the links among
HE and Higher Vet and the promotion
of the transnational recognition of the
qualifications are very strong priorities
of the European Vet policies.
There is strong demand of new skills
dealing concerning the international
commerce.
Based on the above SWOT ANALYSIS, the proposed Business Strategy for the further
delivery and promotion of the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts is made of
several objectives, such as:
• Promoting the Course to the target groups and stakeholders identified before.
• Providing information on the quality, innovativeness and added-value of the Course.
• Creating awareness about the Course in policy makers at European and national level;
• Setting up a common sustainable cooperation structure/network among the
participating Universities/Vet providers (at tertiary level) and Business
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Associations/Enterprises to ensure transparency, comparability, based on ECVET
principles.
• Facilitating the collaboration and exchange of information between the partners and
other interested parties.
• Ensuring the visibility of the Course to the general audience.
Finally, according to the above objectives the following low-budget promotional means
and activities are proposed as the most proper:
-

-

Organising information campaigns in each participating country to Chambers &
other SME’s representative organisations, and in general to the specific labour
market dealing with the international commerce, in order to promote the main
aim and content of the course, estimated benefits for the students, and finally the
achievements of the course.
Promoting EXPOVET Course through existing networks of Universities, VET
Providers at tertiary level, Chambers, Social Partners e.t.c.
Use of Social Media Accounts (Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram) of
the participating HEIs.
Promotion of EXPOVET Course via project’s partners’ and other relevant
stakeholders’ Web-sites.
Organising internal promotion events (career days, info-events e.t.c.) in each
participating HEI.
Publications to local, regional, national Media in each participating country
(announcements, press releases, video-spot, articles).
Direct contacts with companies
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7. The Planning
During the life –cycle of EXPOVET project, the partnership develops a joint curriculum in
the field of international commerce offered including periods of work-based learning and
European mobility phases and accompanied by relevant quality assurance standards, based
on EQAVET principles, and certification procedures of the acquired skills, based on ISO
17024 standard.
Moreover, a common sustainable cooperation structure/network set up between the
participating Universities/VET providers (at tertiary level) and Business
Associations/Enterprises to ensure transparency, comparability and mutual recognition of
qualifications among the participated HEIs, based on ECVET principles.
After the end of EXPOVET project, the 3 participated Higher Education Institutes (AUTH,
UNWE, ASE), via his internal VET structures, and with the contribution of the other 3
project’s partners (SEVE, EURICON, ASECU) from Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania, intend to
undertake the initiative during the next 3 years to prepare, promote, and deliver, during
the next 3 years, the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts to Post & Undergraduate
students in Business / Economic HEIs, University graduates, professionals (employees,
employers, entrepreneurs) dealing with exports, and unemployed individuals.
In a 3 years duration Memorandum of Understanding which all partners intend to sign by
the end of the project specifying how the partners will collaborate, reach decisions, resolve
disputes and deliver the course in the immediate future (the next 3 years).
After the first 3 years promotion and delivery, the course will be re-evaluated and updated
in order to be decided by the partnership for its further transfer and capitalization by other
HEIs or further training institutes (VET Providers at Tertiary level) outside the partnership.
More specific, the proposed Action Plan for the further promotion and delivery of the Joint
Higher VET Course for Export Experts includes the following activities divided three phases:
Start-up Activities (1st year)
-

-

-

Assure the necessary human, technical (e.g. e-learning platform) and financing
resources.
Set up of the common structure, including preparation of learning agreements,
submission of any funding requests from Erasmus + KA1.
Development of the training materials for 600 hours course in English language,
including: the development of the digital content for the e-classroom, and the etraining manuals for trainers and learners.
Initial Dissemination Activities in order to promote the aim and content of the course,
and the estimated benefits for the students through: the organization of external and
internal information campaigns and promotion events, networking, using the Social
Media Accounts and Web-sites of project’s partners’ and other relevant stakeholders,
publications to local, regional, national Media in each participating country, direct
contacts with companies.
Preparation activities of the course, such as: Selection of trainers, companies,
students, arrangement of all teaching facilities, equipment, and premises)
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-

Accrediting the certification scheme of the acquired skills, as developed in the
framework of the WP4, at national level.

Implementation Activities (2nd & 3rd year)
-

-

-

Delivery of 3 courses/year on each participating country (GR,BU,RO) with the
participation of 20 students/course.
Supervision and co-ordination of the whole implementation phase by the common
structure to ensure transparency, comparability and mutual recognition of
qualifications among the participated HEIs, based on ECVET principles.
Implementation of the necessary procedures for the certification of the skills acquired
by the students during the course, based on standard ISO 17024.
Organization of joint meetings, workshops and discussions among the partnership in
order to specify all necessary implementation details.
Ex-ante, on-going, and ex-post evaluation of the implemented courses.
Continuing Dissemination Activities in order to promote the achievements of the
implemented courses through: the organization of external and internal information
campaigns and promotion events, networking, using the Social Media Accounts and
Web-sites of project’s partners’ and other relevant stakeholders, Publications to local,
regional, national Media in each participating country, and direct contacts with
companies.
Provide reports to ReferNet in Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania.

Transferring Activities (after the 3rd year)
-

Updating of the course based on the results of the ex-post evaluation.
The updated course will continue to be offered by the partnership.
Attract other Universities (e.g. members of ASECU) or relevant VET providers at
tertiary level across EU to offer this course.
Inform further stakeholders across EU about the aim, content, and achievements of
the implemented course for the further transfer and capitalization.
Exchange of know-how and experiences with other stakeholders acting in the same
field at national and European level.
Capacity building activities and training of scientific/technical/administrative personnel
in the HEIs or VET providers at tertiary level who will offer the course.
Foster training cooperation activities with the involved stakeholders and Institutes who
offer the course.
Further Dissemination Activities in order to promote the course to other VET providers
at tertiary and learners through: the organization of external and internal information
campaigns and promotion events, networking, using the Social Media Accounts and
Web-sites of project’s partners’ and other relevant stakeholders, Publications to local,
regional, national Media in each participating country, and direct contacts with
companies.
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8. Cost – Benefit Analysis
8.1

Estimated expenditures

In the following table, an estimation of the relevant expenditures for the preparation,
promotion and implementation of the of the Joint Higher VET Course for Export Experts in
Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania, during a period of 3 years, is presented.
Table 6: Estimated expenditures for the preparation/promotion/implementation of the
course
Expenditures

1st year

2nd year

3rd Year

Total

Set up of the common structure (25%
Monthly Occupation of 1 manager, 3
Manmonths occupation/year * 2.000€ =
6.000€), including preparation of learning
agreements, submission of any funding
requests from Erasmus + KA1.
Development of the training materials for
600 hours course in English language,
including the development of the digital
content for the e-classroom, e-training
manuals for trainers and learners
Dissemination & Promotional Activities of
the course
Preparation Costs of the course (e.g.
Selection of trainers, companies, students,
arrangement of all teaching facilities,
equipment, and premises).
ICT costs for the maintenance of EXPOVET
Project Web-site, e-network platform, and eclassroom
Implementation Costs of in-class training (3
classrooms (GR, BU, RO) * 20 students * 360
hours * 3€/hour= 64.800€), including
trainers’ fees.
Implementation Costs of in-company
training (3 classrooms (GR, BU, RO) * 20
students * 160 hours * 5€/hour= 48.000€),
including in-company trainers’ fees.
Implementation Costs of internship abroad
(3 classrooms (GR, BU,RO)/20 students for
80 hours/10 working days), 60 students *
1.350€/student= 81.000€, including hosting
costs by the company, travel & subsidy costs
of the learner
Other Costs (e.g. fees for the accreditation of
the certification scheme)
TOTAL

6.000€

6.000€

6.000€

18.000€

30.000€

30.000€

4.000€

2.000€

2.000€

8.000€

2.000€

2.000€

2.000€

6.000€

1.000€

1.000€

1.000€

3.000€

64.800€

64.800€

129.600

48.000€

48.000€

96.000€

81.000€

81.000€

162.000€

2.000€

2.700€

2.700€

7.400€

45.000€

207.500€ 207.500€

460.000€
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The above calculations is based on the minimum scenario that at least 1 course/year (2 nd
& 3rd year) will be organised by each one of the 3 Participated Universities, with a
minimum participation of at 20 students/course, which is quite realistic based on the
estimated numbers of students presented in the section 6.2.
Finally, based on the above table, the average cost per hour and student is calculated to
6,38€ (460.000€/120 students/600 hours), including also the costs for the accreditation of
the certification scheme under ISO 17024, which will be paid to the National Accreditation
Body through the co-operated Certification Body (estimated cost for: a)the editing of the
accreditation the 1st year: 2.000€, b) for the maintenance of the accreditation (2nd & 3rd
year): 1.000€).

8.2

Estimated Incomes

According to the opinions collected by the partners with the use of the specific
questionnaire, the preparation, promotion, and delivery of the Joint Higher VET Course
for Export Experts can be funded mainly by the following for (4) sources:
 EU funds, (eg. erasmus+ KA1 calls)
 Funding by companies
 Training fees by the learners
 Contribution in kind by the involved universities and companies
Moreover, national funds in some participated countries can support complementarily
the implementation of this course, like the Greek Account for the Employment and the
Vocational Training, or the Official Development Aid of Bulgaria.
Based on the above funding sources, the estimated incomes from the delivery of this
course are presented in the following table.
Table 7: Estimated incomes from the delivery of the course
Incomes
Erasmus+KA1 (Mobility)
2nd Year: 60 students * 1.700€ = 102.000€
3rd Year: 60 students * 1.700€ = 102.000€
Training fees by the learners
1st Year: 60 students*1.150€/student= 69.000€
2nd Year: 60 students*1.150€/student= 69.000€
Funding by Companies
1st Year: 60 companies*1.150€/student= 69.000€
2nd Year: 60 companies*1.150€/student= 69.000€
TOTAL

1st year

2nd year

3rd Year

Total

0€ 102.000€ 102.000€

204.000€

0€ 69.000€

69.000€

138.000€

0€ 69.000€

69.000€

138.000€

240.000€ 240.000€

480.000

Based on the above table, the training fee is calculated to 1.150€, including the costs for
certification of the acquired skills which will be paid to the responsible certification body
(estimated cost: 100€/student).
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8.3

Cost-Benefit Analysis Matrix

According to the above calculated costs and income from the delivery of the Joint Higher
VET Course for Export Experts, the relevant Cost-Benefit Analysis Matrix follows:
Table 8: Cost-Benefit Analysis Matrix
1st year

2nd year

3rd Year

Expenditures

45.000€

207.500€ 207.500€

460.000€

Incomes
Balance

0€ 240.000€ 240.000€
-45.0000€ +32.500€ +32.500€

480.000€
+20.000€

Total

According to the above Cost-Benefit Analysis Matrix the business idea for the
preparation, promotion, and delivery by the 3 participated HEIs is a feasible and
sustainable initiative, as the final balance is positive (+20.000 €) at the end of the 3rd year.
This amount of the 20.000 €, can be used as a capital to fund the further transferring
activities of the partnership to other Universities and VET providers at tertiary level
during the expand phase (after the 3rd year), as described in the section 7.
Finally, a minimum Working Capital of 45.000€ is needed at the early stages of the
initiative (1st year) to cover the necessary expenditures for: a)the development of the
training materials, b) the setting up of the common networking structure, c) the
accreditation of the certification scheme, d) the implementation of the initial preparation
and promotional activities. This Working Capital could be funded in kind by the involved
HEIs.
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9. Time schedule
Activities
Set up the common structure, web-site, enetwork platform, e-classroom
Development of the training materials
Accreditation of the Certification Scheme
(ISO 17014)
Dissemination and Promotional Activities
Preparations Activities for the Courses
Implementation & assessment of the
Courses
Certification of the acquired Skills

1st Semester 2nd Semester

3rd Semester

4th Semester

5th Semester

6th Semester
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10.

Conclusions

The delivery of the Joint Higher VET Course for Exports Experts by the 3 participating HEIs
(AUTH, UNWE, ASE), through their internal VET structures, and with the contribution of
the other 3 partners (SEVE, EURICON ASECU) from Greece, Bulgaria and Romania, is a
very promising and valuable initiative that may enhance the knowledge, the skills and the
abilities of the existing and future export experts in the 3 participated countries.
More specific, the delivery of this course will positively contribute to:
• Strengthen the links between Tertiary Education/Vet Institutions, SMEs and human
capital by providing undergraduate and post-graduate students of the business/economic
HEIs, with qualities, specific skills, knowledge and competencies that will be able to ease
both, the SMEs internationalization process, and the adaptation of the targeted potential
labor force to the demands of the specific labor market.
• Up-skilling and multi-skilling the targeted groups by providing skills and knowledge
matching based on International Commerce & Business Internalization (e.g. International
Marketing and branding, Trend setting/spotting, Supplier and Costumer
relationship/understanding, net-working, multilingualism, intercultural skills, digital skills)
• Facilitate SME’s, in taking advantage of the internationalization profits, through
international commerce, to extend their business abroad providing them with skilled
human resources in International Commerce & Business Internalization.
The added value of this course is very also very high, as:
• There is no such joint qualification in that field at that level of qualification across the 3
participating countries (GR, BG, RO).
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates recognised mobility phases and e-mobility
phases by designing online classes in English on selected subjects, or by building up
student groups with students from the 3 universities.
• The elaborated joint qualification integrates work-place learning and this more
specifically at work-place outside the country of origin of the students.
Moreover, the specific initiative is also feasible as the calculated training fee of
1.150€/student for a 600 hours Higher Vet is an absolutely realistic amount and the final
financial balance at the end of the 3rd rear and after of 2 rounds of delivery is positive
based on the Cost-benefit Analysis.
Finally, there is significant perspective for the further sustainability and transferability of
this course, as many other Universities (e.g. Members of ASECU) or other VET providers
could offer it in the further future.
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Questionnaire for collecting information about the development of the Business Plan
Dear partners,
In the framework of WP5: “Set up common sustainable cooperation structure” a Business Plan will
be developed to support a) the establishment and further sustainable operation of this structure
and b) the implementation of long-term synergies to ultimately improve VET attractiveness during
and after the end of the project.
The specific objectives of this Business Plan are:
 Identify the current situation of the relative VET (at tertiary level) market in Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania in the field of international commerce, (based on the findings of task
4.1)
 Identify the specific target groups and estimate number of potential users of EXPOVET
course (e.g. undergraduate & graduate students, entrepreneurs & employees)
 Develop the proper promotional strategy/aims/means/activities for the further delivery of
the EXPOVET products/services
 Estimate the cost for the establishment/operation of the structure and the delivery of
EXPOVET products/services for the first 3 years.
 Investigate potential incomes (e.g. Erasmus+ KA1, national funds, funding or contribution
in kind by companies, training fees) for the first 3 years
 Elaborate Cost – Benefit analysis
For this purpose, Please fill in the following questionnaire, in order to collect information for the
development of this Business Plan.
1. Are any other competitive/similar courses (at tertiary level) being delivered this period in
your country in the field of international commerce?
Yes ☐
No ☐
2. If yes, fill the following table
Type of course
VET courses at
VET courses Undergradu
Master
post-secondary
at tertiary
ate courses
Courses
level
level
Number of provided
courses
Number of learners
Main type of learners
- - Post secondary level
students
- Tertiary
level
students
- Employees
- Unemployed people
- Entrepreneurs
Average Age of learners
- 18-34
- 35-55
- 55-65
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Average duration of the
course
- 15-50 hours
- 51-100 hours
- 100 – 500 hours
- 500 – 1.000 hours
- >1.000 hours
Main type of learning
methods
- Face
to
face
learning
- e-learning
- Blended learning
- work-based
learning
linked or not with
certification of skills
Average amount of fees
Main provided learning
topics

*The above information have been arisen from desk-research on internet
3. Which are the attractive elements of EXPOVET course that could draw the interest of
potential users?
- Flexible structure of the course in modules ☐
- Joint participation of learners from different countries ☐
- Existence of work-based/in company learning session ☐
- Existence of joint e-learning classroom ☐
- Existence of European mobility phase ☐
- English as common language of the course ☐
- Learning topics facing the modern training needs and skills demand ☐
- Proper duration of the project ☐
- Project based learning ☐
- Mix of in-class and in-company learning ☐
- High quality specifications of training materials ☐
- Use of innovative & interactive pedagogical methods ☐
- Recognition of previous knowledge and skills ☐
- Mutual recognition of the acquired skills ☐
- Use of quality assurance systems ☐
- Other ☐ please refer:………………………
4. Which are the potential categories of target groups/users of EXPOVET course in your
country?
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Please give us estimated number of users per category and age for the next 3 years.
Estimate number of users per
18-34
35-55
55-65
category and age
Post - secondary level students
Tertiary level students
Employees / Company managers
Unemployed people
Entrepreneurs/ Company owners
5. Which could be the proper strategy/means/activities for the promotion and delivery of
EXPOVET course in your country?
- Organising information campaigns inside universities ☐
- Organising information campaign to Chambers & other SME’s representative organisations
☐
- Promoting EXPOVET Course through existing networks of Universities, VET Providers at
tertiary level, Chambers, Social Partners e.t.c. ☐
- Organising promotion events (press-conferences, info-days e.t.c.) to the specific labour
market dealing with the international commerce ☐
- Creating promotional material (Flyers, Brochures, posters) ☐
- Production of e-newsletters and deliver via e-mails ☐
- Use of Social Media Accounts (Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram). ☐
- Promotion of EXPOVET Course via project’s partners’ and other relevant stakeholders’
Web-site ☐
- Publications to Media (announcements, press releases, video-spot, articles) ☐
- Other ☐ please describe:…………………………….
6. Which stakeholders can possibly be involved in the further promotion of EXPOVET Course in
your country? Please name at least 3 stakeholders and give a short profile of them.
- Name 1: …………………………………………………,
Short Profile 1:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- Name 2: …………………………………………………,
Short Profile 2:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- Name 3: …………………………………………………,
Short Profile 3:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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7. Which could be the potential income sources of EXPOVET Course in your country?
- EU funds, (eg erasmus+ KA1), ☐
- National funds ☐,
- Funding by companies ☐
- Contribution in Kind by companies (e.g. providing internal trainers free of charge) ☐
- training fees by the learners ☐
- Other ☐ please describe:…………………………….
8. Are there at this time other actions taking place at your institution that could create synergies
with EXPOVET course?
Yes ☐
No ☐
If yes, please describe them
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. Has your institution developed co-operations with export companies and the specific labour
market dealing with the international commerce?
Yes ☐
No ☐
If yes, please describe which type of co-operations
-

Investigation of skills demand in the field of international commerce ☐
Developing occupational profile in the field of international commerce ☐
Organising & implementing common courses in the field of international commerce ☐
Promoting apprenticeship, internship, and work-based learning in companies ☐
Providing career guidance services ☐
Other ☐ please describe: …………………………………………………………………………….

10. Which type of training co-operations has your institution developed abroad in the field of
international commerce?
- Mobility of students and staff ☐
- Development of common curricula ☐
- Other ☐
- None ☐
PLEASE ATTACH ANY DOCUMENTS OR LINKS DEALING WITH THE ABOVE QUESTIONS (IN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE)
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